
 
 

Brecon High School 
Year 7 Blended Learning  

Half Term 1 
 

 Pre-study/ 
Preview Activities  

Duration  
guidance 

Post-study/  
Consolidation Activities 

Duration  
guidance 

Weeks  
2 - 4 

English, Maths, Science and Welsh. 
Humanities, PE and Technology. 

Up to  
10 minutes  

per task  

English, Maths, Science and Welsh. 
Humanities, PE and Technology. 

Up to  
1 hour per 

task 

Weeks 
 5 - 7  

English, Maths, Science and Welsh.  
Expressive Arts, IT and French.  

Up to  
10 minutes  

per task  

English, Maths, Science and Welsh. 
Expressive Arts, IT and French.  

Up to  
1 hour per 

task 

 

Blended Learning is a style of education in which students learn via electronic and online media as 

well as traditional face-to-face teaching. Learners can, in part, control the time, pace, and place of 

their learning.  

Combining international research, learning from collaborative partnerships with organisations such 

as Impact Wales, as well as a range of internal review and feedback from parents and teaching 

staff, Brecon High School has developed a Blended Learning Policy in response to the Covid-19 

pandemic and will use this as an opportunity to:  

○ Explore meaningful and interesting ways to deliver consistently good pedagogy using a 

range of strategies and technologies  

○ Focus upon the concept of creating pupils that are ‘Learning Fit’, being able to develop 

resilience in order to adjust to new learning scenarios at short notice and apply their 

skills to these changeable situations  

○ Ensure that pupils come to school prepared to learn by completing pre-learning tasks 

and then solidify this learning through consolidatory activities  

○ Provide on-line tutoring support to all pupils to ensure that the link between home and 

school remains consistently strong  

○ Ensure that pupils efforts and the quality of their work is rewarded via the use of Class 

Charts and that parents/carers are kept informed about pupil progress as often as 

possible  

 

Blended Learning (pre-study and post-study tasks) will be our alternative to traditional homework, 

regardless of how soon our world returns to normality.  



 
 

Please submit your work and direct any questions about the work to your class teacher via Class 
Charts.  
If you have a more general query regarding Blended Learning, please contact the AoLE lead. 
 

Year 7 English - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Watch video clips of Ray Mears and Bear Grylls explaining how to build a 
shelter on ClassCharts. 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Complete the exercises on the PowerPoint on the ClassCharts and write 
instructions about how to build a shelter. 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts.  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for LLC - Mr Alex Griffith 
agriffith@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 Maths - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  MathsWatch login details are: 
Username@brecon 
Password: Brecon2020 
 
Higher: Watch video clip N29a on Long Division and answers the 
interactive questions. 
 
Foundation: Log into MathsWatch and watch clips N2a on Ordering 
Numbers. Once completed, attempt the interactive questions that link to 
the video. 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

mailto:agriffith@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk


Activity Pupils to complete departmental homework booklet. A copy will placed 
on Class Charts. 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Maths and Numeracy - Mrs Leanne Vinnicombe 
lvinnicombe@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 Science - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Today you will be an Independent Enquirer 
Look at the three job pictures on the document attached and list 3 ways 
in which SCIENCE helps each of these people to do their job?  
Upload your answers to class charts on this word sheet 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity For this assignment, you will be creating a one-page poster to highlight 
one of the safety rules from the list in your book. You could choose to 
create a split-page “Do” and “Do not Do” with pictures of someone being 
safe versus unsafe with pictures of what could happen if someone were 
being unsafe. It is up to you how you present it! You have creative 
freedom with how you chose to showcase your rule, as long as it is visual 
and obvious. 
Please use the work sheet below for guidance. 

 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Science and Technology  - Mrs Nerys Pease 
npease@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 
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Year 7 Welsh - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Use Linguscope to learn and revise key ‘Sylfaenol’ vocabulary (link in 
resources box below). 
Login: breconmfl 
Password: allez2019 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Complete the booklet on ‘Sylfaenol’ vocabulary. This will be handed out 
by your teachers in lessons in weeks 3 and 4. 

 

 

Resources  https://www.linguascope.com/secure/students/beginner/welsh.php  
 
All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts 

 

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Welsh - Mrs Helen Davies 
hdavies@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 
 

 

 
 

Year 7 Cymraeg  - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Ymchwiliwch a nodwch nodweddion ffurff portread. Beth sy’n gwnued 
portread da? Beth sydd angen? 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Ysgrifennwch portread personol tua 150-200 o eiriau.  

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Welsh - Mrs Helen Davies 
hdavies@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 
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Year 7 Geography - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Use Google maps to screenshot an aerial photograph of Brecon.  
Paste the photograph into a Word document. 
Label the features you can see e.g. houses, river,  church etc. 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Use your classwork on land use to write a description of how the land use 
around Brecon High school varies. This work will be levelled. Please refer 
to levelled criteria. 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Humanities - Mrs Rebecca Carpenter 
rcarpenter@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 History  - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity   Please watch the video clip on evacuation and answer the following 
questions.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks3-the-lives-of-
ww2-evacuees/zn4knrd 

1. Why are photographs useful for historians? 
2. Why did the press write positive evacuation stories? 

3. Why are the three sources useful to historians? 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Using your classwork explain whether evacuation was a positive or 
negative experience. Please use the success criteria and guidance to 
complete this task as your work will be levelled. 

 

 

mailto:agriffith@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk
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Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Humanities - Mrs Rebecca Carpenter 
rcarpenter@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 RE - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4  

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  What is the difference between a fact, an opinion and a belief? Write 
down your explanation using a dictionary to help you. I would also like 
you to provide an example for each word. 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Write a paragraph answering the question, why do people believe in God? 

Remember to refer to two or more religions to support your answer. It is 

also essential that you refer to the key terms in your pre-study task 

 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Humanities - Mrs Rebecca Carpenter 
rcarpenter@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 PE - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  View the examples of student PE profiles on ClassCharts. 
 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Download the blank ‘student PE profile’ PowerPoint template.  
Take photos of you doing PE, sport or exercise activities.  

 

mailto:agriffith@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk
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Look at the slide on the profile labelled Task 1A – Put your name and 
pictures here. 
Once completed upload it to your PE teacher via ClassCharts  

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for PE and Sport - Mrs Anna Stephens  
astephens@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 Design Technology - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Watch the following video on ACCESSFM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdVciAt51QM 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  Complete the ACCESSFM work based on the mobile phone that was 
started in class. 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Science and Technology  - Mrs Nerys Pease 
npease@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 Food - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity Watch the following videos on knife skills/bridge/claw method in 
preparation for fruit salad practical. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo0lx_tFhH0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlqpB_LrmjE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY_ygiwVlCM 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

mailto:astephens@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdVciAt51QM
mailto:npease@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk
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✔️ 

Activity 1 Collect the following ingredients for the fruit salad practical when your 
teacher tells you a date. The date for this will be put on ClassCharts. 

Waterproof Container 
Optional – Decorative bowl/fruit bowl 
Apron 
A tin of fruit or a small carton of juice 
Selection of fruits – minimum of 4, maximum of 8 
A hairband (if needed) 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - WBQ Lead  - Ms Cath Huggins 
chuggins@brecon-hs.powys.sch.uk 

 

 
 

Year 7 PSE   - Half Term 1 - Weeks 2 - 4 

 
Pre-study/Preview activities: 

Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity   
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=WA4dDs0T7sM 

 

 

 

Post-study/Consolidation activities:  
Tick when 
complete 

✔️ 

Activity  To produce a PowerPoint to present to the class. The presentation will 
include your biggest/best achievement in your life so far! 

 

 

Resources  All resources and worksheets uploaded to ClassCharts  

Contact  Email - AoLE Lead for Health and Wellbeing  - Mr Andrew Morgan  
amorgan@brecamorgan@brecon-hs.powys.sch.ukon-hs.powys.sch.uk 
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